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Decree of an association 
November 18, 6 BC 
 
(a) Prescript 
|1 In the 25th year of Caesar (Augustus), on the 22nd of Hathyr, at the |2 meeting that took place 
in the Paratomos of the August Society |3 of the divine emperor Caesar (Augustus), of which |4 

the convener and president is Primus the slave of Caesar (Augustus), the priest is Iucundus |5 the 
slave of Caesar (Augustus), the gymnasiarch is Alexandros with the majority (of the members) in 
attendance. 
 
(b) Considerans 
Since we ordered |7 the aforementioned priest Iucundus, from the |8 the society’s funds he holds, 
to undertake to pay Ursus the slave of Caesar (Augustus), |9 on behalf of Syntrophos, the slave of 
Caesar (Augustus), a fellow member of the Society, |10 by the 30th day of one month of the 
present year, the 120 Ptolemaic silver drachmas he (Syntrophos) owes him (Ursus), 
 
(c) Decree proper 
|12 it was decided unanimously that Iucundus pay out by |13 the 30th of Hathyr on behalf of |14 

Syntrophos the 120 silver drachmas without interest, and that the members of the Society reckon 
these (drachmas) for Iucundus |16 toward the money he owes the Society, and it was decided that 
|17 Iucundus not be held liable concerning these things, |18 while no one is permitted to make an 
argument in refutation (BL 10.20) of these things |19 or to … such a one, but rather to affirm |20 

the manuscript note that has been subscribed twice … |21 of which the one (signature) … |22 … 
the other … 


